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Context: 

Nutrients cycles, water cycle and climate are tightly coupled, and largely perturbed by human activities. 

Mountains are quite complex in that respect: ecosystems here are adapted to snow and to low nitrogen inputs, 

and subjected to large changes in environmental forcings. To anticipate the evolution of those ecosystems and the 

associated flux models need to account for processes heavily influenced by topography and altitudinal gradients 

in temperature, precipitation, atmospheric concentrations and species distribution. Most surface models do not 

account for those, and we lack comprehensive datasets sufficient to constrain those models. 

A 17 ha watershed at the Lautaret Pass (2100 m asl), mainly comprised of prairie used for extensive grazing, has 

been chosen in 2012 to set up an ICOS-Ecosystem flux station. This watershed is small enough that altitudinal 

gradients in atmospheric forcings are minimal and vegetation rather homogeneous. This makes it a good 

candidate for environmental monitoring and model testing. 

 

Objectives / scientific questions: 

Our objective was to : 

 complete the existing setup to monitor nutrient, water and energy fluxes in a small mountain watershed 

at the Lautaret pass (2100 m asl) 

 build a comprehensive dataset on nitrogen (ammonium, nitrate and organic nitrogen), water and carbon 

fluxes at the scale of the watershed, including isotopic signature on ammonium (15N) and nitrate (15N, 

18O and Δ17O) 

 establish annual budgets and use isotopic signatures to constrain nitrogen processes and sources.  

 Set up a distributed hydrological model (PARFLOW-CLM) using geophysics data (GPR and electrical 

tomography) on the watershed as geometry and the water fluxes measurements (outlet and eddy 

covariance) and validate its hydrological component over two years. 

 Use the combined carbon and nitrogen fluxes data to investigate the newly implemented nitrogen 

scheme in CLM, with a particular attention on using nitrate’s Δ17O signature at the outlet, which gives a 

direct measurement of the unprocessed fraction of atmospheric deposition 

 

Main results: 

All the monitoring equipment was deployed in the year 2018, together with the initial geophysical soil survey 

necessary to setup the PARFLOW model. This initial survey showed that some flow was probable in the fractured 

bedrock, and a complementary underground monitoring station was installed in the so-called “spaniard’s tunnel” 

(see illustration 2), which runs underneath our catchment outlet was installed in late 2019. Continuous 

measurements of water height and conductivity at the outlet is on since then. Atmospheric deposition monitoring 

has been in place since December 2018, with preliminary results for spring and summer 2019 shown in 

illustration 1, showing the large dominance of ammonium in the nitrogen deposition. Preliminary results on 

isotopic composition of nitrate shows that most atmospheric deposition is processed by plants in this small 

watershed. The organic nitrogen fraction of atmospheric deposition has been measured only recently, due to 

various delays (including COVID)  

 



 

 
Illustration 1: (top) Partitioning of nitrogen deposition 

(excluding organic nitrogen, not analysed yet) for the 

period April – September 2019. (bottom) Preliminary 

isotopic data. Only a small fraction of deposited nitrate is 

not processed in the watershed (contrary to what was 

observed by Bourgeois et al. (2018) 

 

 
 

Illustration 2: (top) Soil depth map used in the 

PARFLOW-CLM model, as synthesized from 

geophysical survey (GPR, Electromagnetic survey, 

electrical tomography), discrete coring and geological 

mapping. (bottom) Hydrological modelling result, 

showing the importance of 2D forcing on the 

resulting snow cover, and (not shown here) outlet 

runoff: smoother flow, and longer snow stay 

Future of the project:  

Aniket Gupta’s PhD thesis is underway, aiming at capitalising on the comprehensive dataset being acquired in the 

project, in particular concerning the linkages between hydrology and deposition processing in the watershed. A 

detailed analysis of nitrogen deposition and its comparison with MOCAGE outputs is also underway within the 

master thesis of Jim Grisillon. The monitoring setup, as completed by the project is now an integral part of the 

ICOS-ETC system for everything related to water and carbon turbulent flux measurements, and one of the core 

hydrological monitoring points of the Lautaret-Oisans LTSER platform in construction. Nitrogen fluxes 

measurements are being continued, as they started later than planned, in order to get two full years as planned, 

and will continue, providing that funding stays available. A supplementary campaign, may be organized in the 

near future, including environmental DNA measurements to identify the seasonal evolution of nitrogen 

processing bacterial populations in the soils.  

Ref: Bourgeois, I. et al: Tracing the Fate of Atmospheric Nitrate in a Subalpine Watershed Using Δ17O, 

Environmental Science & Technology, doi:10.1021/acs.est.7b02395, 2018. 
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